Evergreentm Float Glass

Evergreen Float Glass is a tinted architectural glass. It has a soothing green color that offers a crisp, clean view from the inside out and a cool, comfortable feel from the outside in. Evergreentm Float Glass offers significantly improved thermal and aesthetic characteristics never before available in tinted glass products. Among its innovations are:

1. The only body tinted float glass that offers a low shading coefficient (0.58), high daylight transmittance (66%), a low exterior reflectance (7%), and blocks 78% of the Ultra-Violet transmittance.
2. The performance of a medium hard coat pyrolytic, with the cost effectiveness of a body tinted glass, with minimal reflectivity.
3. The lowest Ultra-Violet transmittance of any float glass product.
4. The highest coolness index (ratio of visible transmittance to shading coefficient) of any architectural glass product.
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